MYRA Webmaster Job Description
The MYRA Webmaster priority is to maintain and keep current MYRA and associated websites.

The Webmaster is a member of the MYRA Board and:

- attends Board meetings;
- responds to online Board discussion and votes;
- continually updates MYRA and any associated website with current information using WildApricot software;
- troubleshoots and adds new content to the website as needed;
- evaluates on a yearly basis the effectiveness of the website in furthering the purpose of the organization.

Each Board member has a stated priority and MYRA's purpose to use as guides as they undertake their duties.

*It is Minnesota Youth Reading Awards’ purpose to administer yearly “read and vote” awards programs, providing nominee titles that offer opportunities for Minnesota youth to see themselves and others in literary works, to make new connections, and to engage and enjoy the world of reading.*